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Introduction. Let s>f be a von Neumann algebra on a separable
Hubert space £ίf and G a countable group of automorphisms acting freely
on <$/. Suppose that szf is [G]-finite (see §1). In [7] established was
the existence of the Dye correspondence between intermediate subalgebras
of the cross product G(x) Stf and full subgroups of the full group [6].
We continue the investigation on this correspondence in this paper.

In § 2, we show that the notion of "determining functions", introduced
by Dye [6], may be understood lucidly as the initial projections of the
natural expectations of the unitaries g (x) / and we give the explicit form
of intermediate subalgebras of G (x) Stf by using this notion. Thus we get
a one-to-one correspondence between intermediate subalgebras of G®j^
and determining functions (Theorem 2.5).

Subsequently, in §3, we generalize the notion of abelian projections
and of the types of von Neumann algebras according to M. Choda [2] and
[3]. In §4, we discuss the conservation of types in the Dye correspondence
(Theorems 4.9 and 4.10), generalizing the abelian case given by Dye [6].

The author would like to express his appreciation to Prof. Z. Takeda
for many valuable suggestions and constant encouragement. Also he would
like to thank Prof. M. Nakamura and Prof. H. Choda for valuable com-
ments and to thank Prof. M. Choda for giving him the opportunity to
see pre-publication copies of her papers.

1. Preliminaries. We give a brief resume of the terminology and
some results of [7]. Throughout this paper, j$r denotes a von Neumann
algebra on a separable Hubert space Sίf with the identity 7, and G
denotes a discrete group of (*-)automorphisms of sf with the unity e.
j ^ p (resp. JK) is the set of all projections (resp. unitaries) of Szf and ^
denotes the center of jzf. An automorphism a of Szf is said to be freely
acting on s*f when AB = a(B)A for all S G J / implies A = 0 ([8]). G is
said to be freely acting on Szf if each g Φ e in G is freely acting. An
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automorphism a is said to be locally inner on P e ^ , if α is inner on
Ssf\P as the restricted automorphism. For two automorphisms a and /3,
let F(a, β) denotes the maximal central projection on which a~ιβ is locally
inner. Then the full group [G] determined by G is the set of all auto-
morphisms a such that supgeGF(af g) = I, and G is called full if [G] = G.
The full group [G] consists of all automorphisms a which admits a re-
presentation

(1.1) a(A) = Σ gφv(QgΛ) for all Aej^ ,
geG

where φv denotes an inner automorphism induced by VeJK and {Qg} is
a family of mutually orthogonal central projections with Σ Qg — I a n ( i
Σ g(Qa) = I. This representation is unique if G is freely acting on Szf.

For a countable group G, let G ® £{f be the set of all formal sums
Σα6 Gα(x)ία ( £ « e ^ ) for which Σβe f f | |f«IΓ< °° T h e n e a c h element of
G (x) £ίf is a Jg^-valued function defined on G and G (x) ̂  is nothing
but the ZΛspace of such functions. Define an operator <7(x) A (g e G, A e
on G (x) ̂ f by

) = Σ αff"1 ® α
\ o / α

Then,

to ® A)(Λ ®B) = gh® h-\A)B

and

The cross product G ® J ^ is defined as the von Neumann algebra on
G®£ίf generated by {g® A\geG, Aej^f). e® jx? — {e® A\A
is a von Neumann subalgebra of G ® J ^ algebraically isomorphic to
so that we identify e ® 4 e e ® J ^ with A e Szf when we have no fear
to lead to confusion. According to [10], Sxf is called to be G-finite when
j ^ has a faithful normal G-invariant state p. Then p can be extended
to a faithful normal G-invariant state on G® Jϊf and every element T
of G (x) j y has a unique expansion

converging in ô-norrn, where ô-norm is defined by | |Γ| |^ = p(T*T)112. In
this paper, we concern only with a finite von Neumann algebra with
faithful normal G-invariant trace τ. This situation of j y , that is, finite
and G-finite should be called to be [G]-finite since [G] contains all the
inner automorphisms of j ^ (see [10; Remarks to Def. 1]). Then τ is ex-
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tended to a faithful normal G-in variant trace of G (x) jzf by r ( Σ 0 ® Ag) =
τ(Ae). Hence G§§Ssf is also finite and, therefore, for an arbitrary von
Neumann subalgebra & of G(g) Jzf, there exists a uniquely determined
element Φ{T) e & such that τ(TB) = τ(Φ(T)B) for every TeG®s*f and
B e ^ . As well known, Φ is a faithful normal expectation of G(x) J ^
onto ^ which is uniquely determined by τoφ = z ([13]). We shall call
Φ the natural expectation of G (x) J ^ onto ^

An intermediate subalgebra of G (x) J ^ means a von Neumann sub-
algebra of G® j / containing jy\ Denote by ^(G (x) J ^ j ^ ) the set
of all unitaries of G (x) J ^ such that ^(J^O = £7j^ ί7* = szf. Then, one
of the main results in [7] is the following theorem on the Dye corre-
spondence.

THEOREM A ([7; Theorem 2]). Let G be a countable group of au-
tomorphisms acting freely on s*f. Suppose that szf is \G\-finite. Then
the lattice of all intermediate subalgebras & of G (x) s/ and the lattice
of all full subgroups K of [G] are isomorphic by associating with each
full subgroup K the intermediate subalgebra

and with each intermediate subalgebra & the full group

G n

2. Determining functions and intermediate subalgebras. We begin
with a discussion of the natural expectation of cross product G (x) sf on
an intermediate subalgebra. Let G be a countable group of automorphisms
acting freely on a von Neumann algebra J ^ Suppose that Szf is [G]-
finite.

LEMMA 2.1. Let & be an intermediate subalgebra of G® s*f and
Φ the natural expectation of G®J%7 onto &. Then, for any geG,

where Eg is a central projection of Ssf.

PROOF. Put V = Φ(g ® I). According to [7; Lemma 5], V is a partial
isometry whose initial projection F * F and final projection F = F F * are
both in X. For any A e j / ,

Φ(9 Θ I)(e (g) A) = Φ[(g (g) I)(e (x) A)]

= {e®g{A))Φ{g®I)

and hence,
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VAV* = g(A)F.

On the other hand, W = g®flΓ1^) is clearly a partial isometry in G(x)J/
and for any A e sf,

(g ® g-\F)){e ® A) = (e ® <7(A))(</ ® flΓ1^)) .

Hence,

WA TΓ* = (e ® g(A))(g ® g'\F))(g"x ®F) = g(A)F .

Therefore,

FAF* = WAW* .

It follows that W*V commutes with any element of Stf. Then

by [7; Lemma 4]. Hence Fe(sr(x)/)^ so that we can express V in the
form g(£)Eg with Ege^.

It remains to show that Eg is a projection.

= Φ[(g ® I)(e ® £/,)] = <% (x) /)(e ® Eg)

= (g® Eg)(e (g) Eg) = g® E] .

Hence, Eg = JE*. On the other hand,

||J0,|[ = \\e®Eg\\ = | | f f ® ^ | | = | | F | | = 1 .

Therefore Eg is an idempotent contraction so that it is a projection.

LEMMA 2.2. The projections Eg in Lemma 2.1 satisfy

(2.1) Egg~\Eh) = EgEhg for all g,heG and Ee = I.

PROOF. £7, = I is clear by Φ(e (x) I) = β (x) I. Next,

= Φ(hg ® ^ ) =

= (Aff ® Ehg)(e ®

On the other hand,

Φ[(h ® 7)Φ(flr ® I)] =

= (A ® Â)(flr ® ^,) - Λ0 ® Egg-\Eh) .

Thus (2.1) is obtained.
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DEFINITION 2.3. A mapping g-*Έg of G into the set of central
projections of Sxf is called a determining function on G if it satisfies
(2.1).

Any determining function satisfies

(2.2) g(Eg) = Eg~i

as we see by substituting h = g~ι in (2.1) and using a symmetry argu-
ment. Further, direct computations show that Eg and Eg-i are the initial
and final projections of Φ(g (g) I) respectively.

REMARK. If we put Fg — Eg-i, it is easily seen that Fg is a deter-
mining function defined by Dye [6] for abelian s/. In this paper,
however, we use the initial projection Eg as a determining function as a
matter of convenience. Hence Def. 2.3 is a slight modification of Dye's
definition. If we follow the discussions of [6] on the connection between
determining functions on G and full subgroups of [G] using the notion
of local innerness in place of absolute fixedness, we may get a corre-
spondence between them analogous to a result of [6]. Combining this
correspondence with the Dye correspondence cited as Theorem A in § 1,
we may get a lattice isomorphism between the lattice of all intermediate
subalgebras of G ® Jzf and that of all determining functions on G. In
this section, however, we discuss directly and clarify the connection
between the determining functions and the intermediate subalgebras.

For a given intermediate subalgebra & of G ® J ^ , let Eg be the
determeining function obtained by Φ(g (x) I) = g (g) Eg. Then, by the
preceding discussion, we get

(2.3) Φ(Σg(x)Ag) = Σg<8>EgAg for Σ ^

and

(2.4) & = {Σg®EgAg\
y£λg®Age

Conversely,

LEMMA 2.4. For a given determining function Eg on G, define &
and Φ by (2.4) and (2.3) respectively. Then & is an intermediate sub-
algebra of G ® J%f and Φ is the natural expectation onto &r.

PROOF. Clearly & is a linear subspace of G (x) sf and it is closed
with respect to the weak operator topology since the ̂ -components are
always in EgJ^ί For any two elements Σ g ® EgAg and Σ h (x) EhBh in

we see using (2.1) that
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Σ

g,h

g,h

= Σ g
Moreover, by (2.2)

(Σ g ® EgAg)* = Σ ίΓ1 ® g(EgAί)

= Σ 0"1 (8) Eβ-ig(A*)

= Σ Q ® Eg[g~ι{Aϊ-ι)\ e & .

Therefore & is a subalgebra of G®J*f and it contains s*f since
^ . = J.

Next, according to a result of Tomiyama [12], an expectation onto
& is characterized as an idempotent linear mapping of G ® J^f onto ^
having norm one, and which leaves the identity fixed. All of these
properties are obvious for Φ defined by (2.3) In addition, for any T =
Σ Q ® Ag e G (g) j ^ ,

τ(Φ(Γ)) = r ( Σ ^ ® ^,A,) = τ(Ae) = τ(Γ)

Therefore Φ is the unique natural expectation of G (x) J ^ onto ^ . Thus
the proof is completed.

Now, for two determining functions Eg and Fq, we write Eg ^ JP^ in
case Eg ^ JP^ as projections for every g e G. Then we get the following
main theorem in this section.

THEOREM 2.5. Let G be a countable group of automorphisms acting
freely on sf and suppose that Szf is [G]-finite. Then, the lattice of all
intermediate subalgebras of G® Stf and that of all determining functions
Eg on G are isomorphic by associating with each & the determining
function

Eg{^) = Φ(g®I)*Φ(g®I)

and with each Eg the intermediate subalgebra

= {Σ 9 ® EgAg \Σ*g

PROOF. Eg(&) is actually the determining function in Lemma 2.2
associated with &, and &{Eg) is an intermediate subalgebra as shown
in Lemma 2.4. We see easily that the correspondence & —> Eg{&) —>

between intermediate subalgebras of G®Ssf and determining
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functions on G is mutually one-to-one, and that it preserves the order
so that the set of all Eg as well as the set of all & is a lattice. Con-
sequently, the correspondence is lattice isomorphism. This completes the
proof.

In particular, when sf is a finite factor with a countable group G
of outer automorphisms, any determining function Eg on G takes values
only 0 or /. It is easily seen by (2.1) that H = {ge G\Eg = 1} is a sub-
group of G. Hence,

COROLLARY 2.6. ([11; Theorem 2]). If j ^ is a finite factor with a
countable group G of outer automorphisms, then each intermediate sub-
algebra & of G®S%f is the cross product H^j^f of Jzf by a subgroup
H of G.

COROLLARY 2.7. If Eg and Fg are determining functions, then EgFg

is a determining function and &{EgFg) = &{Eg) Π &{Fg).

PROOF. By direct computations and by Theorem 2.5.

Now, we proceed to discuss the connection between determining
functions on G and full subgroups of [G] to which we referred in the
previous remark.

Let 7 be an arbitrary automorphism of sf and K a full group of
automorphisms of Ssf. Then by [7; Lemma 7], there exists a unique
maximal central projection E(K, 7) and a e K such that

E(K, y)y(A) = E(K, j)a(A) for all 4 e j /

and it holds

(2.5) E(K, 7) = sup 7[F(y, β)] = 7[F(7, a)]
βeK

(for the notation F(Ί, β)9 see § 1). Recall that K{&) denotes the full
subgroup [Φu\Ue%S(G(x) J ^ Ss?)Π&\ of [G] associated to an intermediate
subalgebra & in the Dye correspondence.

LEMMA 2.8. For every geG, there exists an automorphism aeKsuch
that

= F(g, a) = sup F(g, β) .
βK(^)

That is, Eg{0) is the maximal central projection on which the action of
g on j^f coincides with an automorphism in K{&).

PROOF. Put Eg = Eg{&) and K = K{&). According to [7; Lemma
8], for every geG, there exists a Wε %f(G (g) s^, Jϊf) Π & such that

Φ(g ® I) = E(K, g)W .
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It follows that

g{Eg) = (g (x) Eg)(g (g) JSy *

= Φ{g ® l)Φ{g ® I)*

= # ( # , flr) WW*E(K, g) = E(K, g) .

Hence by (2.5), the proof is completed.

Combining the correspondence in Theorem 2.5 with the Dye corre-
spondence (Theorem A), we obtain the following theorem.

THEOREM 2.9. Let G be a countable group of automorphisms acting
freely on j*f. Suppose that Jtf is [G]-finite. Then the lattice of all
determining functions Eg on G and that of all full subgroups K of [G]
are isomorphic by associating with each Eg the full subgroup

K(E9) = {a e [G] \ a(A) = Σ gΦv(Q.A), Qg ^ Eg)
0

where V and {Qg} is as in (1.1), and with each K the determining function

Eg{K) = g~ιlE(K, g)] - aupF(g, β) .
βeK

PROOF. According to Theorem A, any automorphism in K(&) is
induced by Ue %f{G® Szf, Stf) Π &. By [7; Cor. 1 to Theorem 1], U
has a representation U = Σ 9® QgV. In addition, Qg^Eg{&) by
Theorem 2.5. Now,

UAU* = ( Σ f l f ® Q / ) ( β ® A)(^h~l®h{QhV*)}

ih-ι®h(QgVA

• V gφv{QgA) .

= Σ>ghrι®h(QβVA)h(QhV*)

Σ
9

Therefore,

K(E,) =

= {a\a(A) = Σ gφr(QA)> Q. ^
9

Finally, by Lemma 2.8 and (2.5),

E,(K) - E,(έF(K)) = sup F(g,
βK(έ&(K)>

= sup F(g,β) = g
βeK

3. Abelian projections over a subalgebra. In a recent work [2], M.
Choda has generalized the notion of abelian projections of von Neumann
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algebras and proved that some elementary properties of abelian projections
are preserved under the generalization. This generalization naturally
leads us to extend the definitions of types of von Neumann algebras and
types of groups of automorphisms defined by Dye [5]. Then we can
show the conservation of types in the Dye correspondence which will be
discussed in the next section. The present section is devoted to the
preparation.

DEFINITION 3.1 ([2]). Let J ^ be a von Neumann algebra and & a
von Neumann subalgebra of j*f. Denote by &c the relative commutant
^ ' ί l J / of & in jzf. A non-zero projection Pej^f is called to be
abelian over & if P G « ^ C and, for any projection Qej^ with Q ^ P,
there exists a projection C e & such that Q = PC.

If & is the center of j ^ , a projection abelian over & is abelian
in the usual sense ([4; 1.8.2]). When j ^ is abelian, our definition reduces
to that of Dye [5]. Analogously to these cases, a projection abelian over
& is characterized as follows (cf. [3]).

LEMMA 3.2. A non-zero projection P e j y is abelian over & if and
only if P e ^ c and PjzfP = P&.

PROOF. The "only if" part is obvious. Conversely, if Pe&c and
Pj^fP = P&, then, for any projection Q in j y dominated by P, there
exists an element ΰ e ^ such that Q = PB. As easily seen, the range
projection C of B is in & and satisfies the equality Q — PC.

COROLLARY 3.3. A non-zero projection Pejx? is abelian over & if
and only if it is abelian over j&' as a projection of &'.

For a given full group K of automorphisms of s$f, Bures defined the
notion of iΓ-abelian projection as follows.

DEFINITION 3.4 ([1]). A non-zero projection P of j y is called to be
iΓ-abelian if

a(Q) £Q+ (I- P) for all a e K

and for all projections Q of j ^ with Q ^ P.

If & is the fixed subalgebra of Szf under K, that is, the subalgebra
composed of all elements of j ^ invariant with respect to each element
of K, then & is contained in the center of j ^ , because K contains all
the inner automorphisms of jzf. In particular, if K is the full group of
all the inner automorphisms of Jzf, & coincides with the center of Jzf
and a ίΓ-abelian projection is abelian in the usual sense. Incidentally, we
show here that Bures' definition is a special case of Def. 3.1.
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THEOREM 3.5. Let & be a fixed subalgebra of s/ under a full group
K. Then a projection P e όzf is abelian over & if and only if it is
K-abelian.

PROOF. Let P be abelian over &, Q a projection of sf with Q g P
and C a projection of & such that Q = PC. Then, for any a e K,

a{Q) = a{PC) = a(P)C

^C= PC+(I- P)C

^Q+(I-P).

Conversely, suppose that P is if-abelian and that Q ^ P. Put

C = sup a(Q) .
aeK

Then clearly C e ^ , and it follows by Q ^ P that

PC = Psupα(Q) ^ P[Q +(I- P)] = Q.
aeK

Evidently Q^ PC and hence, Q - PC. Finally,
and hence,

Now, for the discussion of the next section, we give here the following
definition. We assume the von Neumann algebra Stf to be finite for
convenience' sake (cf. [3]).

DEFINITION 3.6. Let ^ be a von Neumann subalgebra of a finite
von Neumann algebra Ssf. Then, szf will be said to be of type I over
έ% if each non-zero central projection in sf dominates a projection abelian
over &. If j ^ contains no projections abelian over &, stf will be said
to be of type II over &.

Szf is of tpye I (resp. type II) as a von Neumann algebra if and
only if J ^ is of type I (resp. type II) over the center of Szf. Mixed
type can occur, but then, by the usual argument we get the following
decomposition.

LEMMA 3.7. For any von Neumann subalgebra & of j ^ % there
exists a unique central projection C of J&f such that Cszf is of type I
over C& and (I — C)j*f is of type II over (I — C)&.

When Szf is abelian, the above definition of types coincides with that
of [5]. In this case, if Szf is of type II over a subalgebra &, Szf contains
no minimal projections since a minimal projection is evidently abelian over
έ%. Therefore, when stf is abelian and of type II over ^ , we may use
Maharam's lemma [5; p. 124]. That is, under the natural expectation Φ
of s^f onto &, the set of projections Q in s*f dominated by some fixed
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projection P in j / maps onto the set {Be &\0 ^ B ^ Φ(P)}. See [3]
for some generalizations of Maharam's lemma

LEMMA 3.8. Let sf be a finite von Neumann algebra of type I and
& an abelίan von Neumann subalgebra of Szf containing the center %*
of S*f. Then έ% is of type I over %£.

PROOF. Suppose the contrary and let C be the supremum of all
projections in & abelian over Z. Then clearly D = I — C is a non-zero
projection in 3Γ such that Ώέ% is of type II over Ό%'. Since jzf is of
type I, we can choose an abelian projection P in j y with central support
D. By Maharam's lemma, there exists a projection Q e & such that
ψ(Q) = ψ(P) where Ψ is the natural expectation of j ^ onto %. This
means that P and Q have the same center-valued trace in j&. Therefore,
P and Q are equivalent projections in Ssf so that Q is also an abelian
projection and it is dominated by D. Hence D& contains a projection
abelian over D%', a contradiction.

4. Conservation of types in the Dye correspondence. In this section,
we apply the results of the preceding section to the cross product of von
Neumann algebras. Let G be a countable group of automorphisms acting
freely on a von Neumann algebra Ssf and suppose that Jzf is [G]-finite.

LEMMA 4.1. Let έ% be an intermediate subalgebra of G®όzf. Then
the relative commutant of Jϊf in & coincides with the center of sf.
That is,

(e (g) j#γ f]^ = e(g) %* .

PROOF. e (x) & c (e (x) j#γ n &

c (e (x) j&y Π (G (x) sf) = e (g) X ,

where the last equality follows from [7; Lemma 4].

This lemma shows that any projection of & abelian over e(x) j^ is
in %. Thus, when j ^ is a factor, there exists no abelian projections,
that is, any intermediate subalgebra & is of type II over s/ except
the trivial case.

LEMMA 4.2. Let & and & be intermediate subalgebras such that
& c ^ . Then the relative commutant of & in <& coincides with the
fixed subalgebra ̂ κ of %* under K = K{0)\

PROOF. By the above lemma, &' Π ^ c (e (g) jf)' Π ^ = β ® %*. In
addition, any element B* in ^ ' D ̂  commutes with all elements of
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έ@ — &[U\ΦueK] so that it is fixed under any automorphisms φu^K.
Therefore &' Π ^ c e ® 8fK. Conversely, any element C in %?κ is in-
variant under all φυ e K. Hence C commutes with all elements of έ%.
Since CG<ST is obvious, we see e® %TK <z&' Γ\<ίf completing the proof.

COROLLARY 4.3. The center of & is ^ κ .

LEMMA 4.4. Let & and ^ he intermediate subalgebras such that
& c <&. Let K — K{&) and L = K{^). Then, if a projection P in ^
is abelian over &, it is abelian over %'L as a projection of ^ κ .

PROOF. Since P is in &' Π ^% it is in %*κ which is clearly the re-
lative commutant of %TL in %κ. From P^P = P& and Cor. 4.3 follows
easily P^KP = P%TL.

Henceforth, we discuss under the more restricted assumption that G
is freely acting on the center %* of jy\ G is then freely acting on s*f
itself ([8; Prop. 1.8]). The converse holds if Jzf is of type I;

LEMMA 4.5. Let Szf be of type I. Then, if G is freely acting on
j*f, it is freely acting on %'.

PROOF. If not, there exist a g e G, g Φ e and a non-zero central
projection C such that g leaves the center of Cjzf element-wise fixed.
Hence it is inner on Cjzf ([9; Theorem 3]), contradicting [7; Cor. to
Lemma 2].

LEMMA 4.6. Suppose that G is freely acting on %'. Let & be an
intermediate subalgebra, and let Eg = Eg{&) and K = K{.&). Then, for
any projection P in % abelian over %*κ,

EgPg~\P) = 0 for every g Φ e in G

PROOF. Suppose to the contrary that Q = EgPg~ι{P) Φ 0 for some
g Φ e in G. By Lemma 2.8, there exists sm aeK such that Eg = F(g, a).
Then, for all central projection R ^ Q, we see that R ^ P and a(R) =
g(R) ^ g(Q) ^ P. Now, since P is abelian over 3ΓX, there exist projections
C and D in βfκ such that R = PC and a{R) = PD. Then,

a(R - RD) = a(R)(I - D) = PD(I - D) = 0

so that R = RD. Likewise R = RC. Therefore,

a{R) = a(RC) = PDC - RD = R ,

contrary to the free action of g on Eg.

LEMMA 4.7. Let G, & and K be as above. Then, if P is a projection
in ^Γ abelian over %'κ, it is abelian over Ssf as a projection of έ%.
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PROOF. It suffices to show that P&P = Pjzf. Let Eg = Eg{&). For
any element Σ 9 ® J^Ά* G ^ , we see by the above lemma that

(e <g> P ) ( Σ

= Σ 9 ® EβPfΓ\P)Aa

= e (g) PAe e P j ^ ,

completing the proof.

REMARK. In the assumption of the above lemma, the free action of
Gon ^ can not be replaced by the free action on sf. For example, let
Γ be a //^factor with a countable group G of outer automorphisms, and
^ a multiplication algebra of a finite measure space. Construct the
tensor product Γ (x) ̂ fέ as j ^ . Then each # e G may be extended to an
automorphism on j ^ = Γ (g) ̂ " defining #(A (g) a;) = #(A) (x) a? for A e /*,
%£^£'. Then the extended # ̂  e is freely acting on j ^ by [8; Cor. 1.12].
On the other hand, however, g can not be freely acting on the center
%" — e 0 ^ since each central projection is fixed by every g. Now any
non-zero central projection P is abelian over %G since %G = ^ . But,
as a projection of G ® J ^ , it can not be abelian over e (x) j ^ because
P(G <g) J ^ ) P ^ P J ^ by P^(P) = P Φ 0.

DEFINITION 4.8. (cf. [5] and [1; §8]). Let K be a full subgroup of
[G]. K is said to be of type I (resp. type II) on % if the center % is
of type I (resp. type II) over %κ.

If K is of mixed types, then K can be divided into purely type I and
type II parts. That is, there exists a unique projection C in ^ κ such
that K is the direct sum Kc + K{I_C) of two groups, the first a type I
group on CJΓ, the second a type II group on (I — C)%*, where Kc =
{αeK\α = e on 7— C}. For details, see [5; p. 124].

THEOREM 4.9. Suppose that G is freely acting on the center % of
Jzf and that Ssf is [G]-finite. Then the Dye correspondence conserves
type in the following sense. Namely, & is an intermediate subalgebra
of type I (resp. type II) over Szf if and only if the corresponding full
subgroup K = K(&) is of type I (resp. type II) on %'.

PROOF. Suppose that & is of type I over s/. If K is not of type
I, there exists a non-zero projection C in %κ such that Kc is of tpye II
on C%*. C contains a projection D of & abelian over j ^ , and D is
abelian over %κ as a projection of % by Lemma 4.4, a contradiction.
Next, suppose that & is of type II over jzf. If K is not of type II,
%* contains a projection abelian over %κ. This contradicts Lemma 4.7.
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Finally, we show a conservation of types in another sense which is
a generalization of [6; Prop. 6.1].

THEOREM 4.10. Suppose that s$? is a finite von Neumann algebra
of type I, that G is freely acting on s*f and that s/ is [G[-finite. Then
the Dye correspondence conserves type; & is an intermediate subalgebra
of type I (resp. type II) as a von Neumann algebra if and only if the
corresponding subgroup K = K{&) is of type I {resp. type II) on %.

PROOF. Suppose that & is of type I as a von Neumann algebra,
namely that each non-zero projection of & dominates an abelian projection.
Then applying Lemma 3.8 to & with center %κ and its abelian subalgebra
^ , we see that %* is of type I over %'κ. Hence K is of type I on 3£.
Next, suppose that & is of type II and that K is not of type II. Then
%* contains a projection P abelian over %κ. Hence P% = P%^κ and
P&P = PSsf by Lemmas 4.5 and 4.7. Since Szf is of type I, P dominates
an abelian projection Q as a projection of Jzf. Hence QjzfQ — Q%'. It
follows that

Therefore Q is an abelian projection in &, a contradiction.

COROLLARY 4.11 (cf. [6; Prop. 6.1]). Suppose that >s^ is abelian,
that G is freely acting on J^f and that <s*f is G-finite. Then the Dye
correspondence conserves type.

For a von Neumann algebra jzf of type II, the conservation of type
in Theorem 4.10 does not hold. In fact, it is easily seen that each in-
termediate subalgebra & is then of type II since the center of & is
contained in %.
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